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Abstract— This paper describe some basic technique for feature extraction application to character 

recognition . In this paper we describe devnagari language. It is scripting language which has 14 vowels and 33 

consonants, compound character .we use pattern recognition process. It is very simple and it requires less 

calculation. Due to this it can easily executable on any hardware and software source platform. It is use in 

signature recognition, postcode recognition, passport readers, government records, bank cheques and offline 

document recognition. 
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I.Introduction 
Handwritten character recognization has been one of the most complex and challenging research  area of 

image processing.There are many algorithms are used to explain devnagari character recognition nearly 600 

milion people prefer devnagari language for their communication and many research going on for develop new 

software recognition document by computer. The upper most line is known as headline which ''shirorekha" 

which execute throughout the script each and every word consist of upper  and lower modifier which are 

"matra" ,"kana","ukar" etc.It makes difficlut to devlop to devlop algorith for accurate result.handwritten 

character recognization divided into two parts first one is offline character recognization and ather is online 

character recognization.In offline character recognization it uses capture image by scanneror digital 

camera.offline handwritten character  recognization is currious area of research towards  incresing the new 

techniques that will enhance accurancy in recognization    

 
fig vowel 

 

 
Fig   consonants 
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II.IMAGE PROCESSING 
Image processing work to the alteration and analysis of  pictorial information. It  is the adjustment of brightness 

and contrast controls on a television set by doing this we increase the image until its subjective appearing to us 

is most appealing .image processing is divided into two parts 

1.Analog processing 

2. digital processing 

 

A) Analog processing-  

Analog processing is the operate brightness and contrast of television image. The analog signal is a 

voltage level that varies In amplitude show brightness through out the image by electrically altering these 

signals ,we correspondingly alter the final displayed image appearance. 

 

 B) Digital processing 

Processing of digital images by means of digital computer refers to digital image processing. Digital 

images are composed of definite number of elements of which has a specific  location value. Picture elements, 

image elements, and pixels are used as elements for digital image processing. Digital Image Processing is 

concerned with processing of an image. 
 

III. Architecture 
In this paper overall analysis can be divided into five parts 

1.Image Acquisition 

2.preprocessing 

3.Segmentation 

4.Feature Extraction 

5.Post Processing 

 

 
Fig-Block diagram 

 

A ] Image acquisition- 

It scan input image by digital scanner or digital camera. But image should be in proper format JPEG, BMP etc. 

 

B ] pre-processing 

It is series of operations performed on the scanned input image. This process deal with technique for increase 

contrast; reduce noise and isolating regions. It improves the image and create suitable segmentation. The 

number of tasks performed on image in the pre processing process as shown in (1) figure.   

 

1) Noise Reduction 

Noise reduction filtering technique is use to reduce noise while writing with pen may causes disconnected line 

segment bumps and gaps in lines. 
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fig: pre-processing of handwritten character of image 

 

2).Binarization- 

thresholding technique is used to binaries the image. It represent with grayscale image. It simply matter of 

choosing a thresholding value. every  pixel taking a value of 0and1 it is totally depend upon threshold value of 

image. This method is employed derive the threshold involved analysis the histogram of gray scale level in 

digital image. 

 

3) Dilation and filling- 
Each cell code performed the image dilation and image filling on the image . 

 

C] Segmentation 

  Line segmentation, word segmentation, character segmentation and composite word segmentation for 

recognition 

1) It finds starting pixel of header line (upper line) traversing vertically  

2) then measure the breath of the header line travel downward still the black pixel then   black pixel.  

3) after the black pixel it discards the remaining portion due to this we get height of the character  

4)now only basic character in an image are left their basic character are segmented into equal single character. 

Each character  can reshape  and resize into a*b pixel towards training neural network 

 

1) Inversion- 

Binary image has black foreground in front of large white background . All pixels in the background for   

exceeds that of those in the foreground number will be 10 time .The number of 0 s for prefer .We work with  1s 

and leave the 0 aside, less number 1s will be minimum calculation so image is converted such that background 

is black and foreground is white .Due to subtracting the binary image for the metric of 1s of same size . 

 

D ] Feature extraction:  
    Transferring the input image into the set of feature is called as feature extraction is important characteristics 

of dimensionality reduction technique analyzed with a large number of variable. mostly requires big amount of 

memory and computation power. when input image or data is too big to be processed so input data will transfer 

into a reduced representation set of feature . it is special factor in the performance of latter recognization system.  

 

Template matching 

It is easy way to recognized character .the core concept of matching the store data .By the matching operation  

explain some thing between two vector which mean set of pixel, shape. Binary characters are compare with 

standard  set of database (prototype) so template matcher able to merge all information. By the matching 

strength and k-nearest neibour measure from different metrics   

 

classifier:   It is part of recognition system .it is most important transform to reduce dimensionality for simple 

and rapid data processing and image classification is principal component analysis . the Euclidean distance 

classifier is used to compute accuracy . 

 

E] post-processing: 

     It is last process of character recognition system . It prints the particular recognized character in the structure 

text form by computing equivalent ASCII value using recognition index of the test samples.  
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IV Algorithm 

A) Edge Detection 

     It is image processing technique which finding outer boundaries of object with image . It works by detecting 

discontinuities in brightness and pixel distance. Edge detection is used for image segmentation and data 

extraction in areas such as image edges are often associated with the boundaries of object in a scene edge 

detection is used to identify the edges in an image. 

 

B) NNA (Nearest neighbor algorithm) 
                It support data classification tool for recognizing character NNA is used to classify the character based 

on neighborhood in feature space there are some steps of an algorithm. 

a)Stand on arbitrary vertex as current vertex. 

b)search lightest edge connecting current vertex and unvisited vertex V. 

c)Point current vertex as V. 

d)Mark V as visited. 

e)If all vertex in domain are visited then end  

f)Go to step b. 
 

C) Stentiford algorithm 

It is used to remove selected foreground pixel from binary image. Thinning operation on simple binary image. 

Thinning is helpful for skeletonization and medial axis transform. It provides edge detector by reducing all line 

to single pixel thickness. This algorithm is applied to image processing as given below 

1)Preserve edge information 

2)works by using shape based procedure  

3)Can be designed to be independent  

4)Computationary efficient 

 

V. Neural Network 
Devnagari handwritten character recognition is very complicated problem .the character can be written in 

various size, thickness, format and dimension, orientation .It shows different variation .neural network can be 

generalizes and in sensitive to missing data that can be helpful to identify devnagari  character .The recogtion 

performance of the back propagation network  and training the nearest neibour algorithm the algorithm has 

selected to train the network. The number of node in input layer, hidden layer, output layer will explain the 

network structure which help to identify character 

Neural network  with their tremendous ability to derive meaning from hidden layer complicated data. It is useful 

to extract input layer 

 

                          Fig-Neural Network 

 

Pattern and detect trends that are so complicated to be noticed by either human and system technique. It 

provides solution in the handwritten character recognition system. The image after resizing is taken as an input. 

It receives the 35 Boolean value as 35 element input vector. It is helpful to identify the latter. The additional 

ability is to reduce the noise.      

      %Accuracy =(Number of character found correctly / total number of pattern) *100 . 

 

VI Image Thinning 
Thinning is morphological term that is helpful to remove selected foreground pixels from binary image selection 

of right pixel we  divided into three parts 

1.critical pixels 

2.End pixels 

3.simple pixels 

 

Critical Pixels-If pixels are damage the connectivity of image so it helps to remove. 
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End pixels-pixels whose removal  small the length of  image . 

 

Simple pixels-simple  pixel is not critical and end pixel which can remove for thinning.  

 
 

Fig- Thinning Image 

 

VII Design and implementation By Matlab 
Firstly we are creating algorithm character  extraction matlab command that help to implementing the algorithm 

and this algorithm train by neural network .Neural network give finest solution .there is no any particular path of 

finding the correct model of neural network that may be found by trial error method We specify input image 

which open and reading preprocessing the image can be RGB format so it converts into binary format. This 

input image convert into grayscale format then use threshold to convert this grayscale image to binary .All 

pixels certain threshold as 1s between as 0s.    

  

VIII Matlab command 
1) Image Reading:  

code read the image to matlab workspace. 

I=im read("------.bmp"); 

  imshow(1) 

 

2) convert to grayscale image  

cell of code convert to RGB to gray 

Igray = rgb2gray(I); 

imshow(I gray) 

 

3) converting binary image 

cell of codes convert the gray to binary image 

I bw = im2bw(I gray,gray thresh (I gray)); 

imshow(I bw). 

 

4) detecting edges 

Iedge = edge(uin 8(I bw)); 

imshow(Iedge) 

 

5)   image dialation 

("square:2"); 

 

6) image filling 

 ifill=imfill(iedge2,’holes’) 
 

IX Application 

1) It is helpful for language converter . 

2) It will beneficial for physically handicapped people for the processing of the document . 

3) It can be helpful to protect computer and networks from unauthorized access by authenticating users . 

4) license checking in R70 office verification of passport in airline services identifying signature in banking. 

 
X Graphical User Interface 

Handwritten character recognition application can be uses in two different way First is command console and 

workspace. 

Second is Graphical User Interface the GUI have two file first file contain all necessary programming set of 
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instruction command .second file contain visible interface shape and size. Firstly we load image that select the 

character after we click crop, preprocess, feature extraction and finaly recognize .So every phase of GUI show 

as new image  which is unique for the each step. The image can be display on main window ,   

 

 
 

XI Conclusion 
Rapid and robust technique proposed in this paper for successing better recognition rate for handwritten 

Devanagari character. It is base on comparison of NNA and stentiford algorithm which create special vector 

which used to recognized every character .it is also useful for research towards other Indian scripts like oriya, 

Gujarati ,Tamil, Bengali.    
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